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Logo A
Horizontal. Text bubble in the hexagon marker to indicate interactivity.
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Logo A-2
Stacked layout, for situations less horizontal.
Hexagonal Icons

- Can beehive together
- Used to convey info quickly - a roadsign for the curious
- Hex shape reinforces WCCA brand
Logo B
Horizontal. Empty hexagon for maximizing recognition, repetition of form.
Logo C
Horizontal. Alternate filling of hexagon.
Tell us more about the spot you marked:

What's your favorite spot? Wayne County has a rich history that can inform its future growth. We are collecting stories, sounds and photos from the people of Wayne County in order to make a Cultural Atlas for visitors and residents.

Make your voice heard! Mark a spot or make a doodle on the map above on a place that has personal meaning to you.

Need more space? Tell us more at WCCA.org/stories
Richmond has a rich history that can inform its future growth. We are collecting stories, sounds and photos from the people of Richmond in order to make a Cultural Atlas for visitors and residents.

Tell us more about the spot you marked:

Make your voice heard! Mark a spot or make a doodle on the map above on a place that has personal meaning to you.

Need more space? Tell us more at WCCA.org/stories